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Figure S1. As Fig. 4, but with the PV and IVT fields, as depicted in Fig. 3a, used as input for the algorithm for PV and IVT structures.
Figure S2. As Fig. 6, but for the IVTfilt form.
Figure S3. As Fig. 11, but for EPEs over extratropical land.
Figure S4. As Fig. 11, but for EPEs over extratropical water.
Figure S5. As Fig. 11, but for EPEs in the Southern Hemisphere over subtropical water.
Figure S6. As Fig. 11, but for EPEs in the Southern Hemisphere over extratropical water.
Figure S7. As Fig. 13a, but with EPE fractions in individual panels showing the full range of fractions. This Figure is analogue to Fig. 6, but with EPE fractions for the five exclusive categories.